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Abstract
Kinetic theory of granular media based on inelastic hard sphere interactions predicts continuum
equations of motion similar to Navier–Stokes equations for uids. We test these predictions using
event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of uniformly excited inelastic hard spheres con ned
to move in a plane. The event-driven simulations have been previously shown to quantitatively
reproduce the complex patterns that develop in shallow layers of vertically oscillated granular
media. The test system consists of a periodic two-dimensional box lled with inelastic hard
disks uniformly forced by small random accelerations in the absence of gravity. We describe
the inelasticity of the particles by a velocity-dependent coecient of restitution. Granular kinetic
theory assumes that the velocities at collision are uncorrelated and close to a Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution. Our two-dimensional simulations verify that the velocity distribution is close to a
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution over 3 orders of magnitude in velocity, but we nd that velocity
correlations, of up to 40% of the temperature, exist between the velocity components parallel
to the relative collision velocity. Despite the velocity correlations we nd that the calculated
transport coecients compare well with kinetic theory predictions. c 1999 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Transport and processing of granular materials is important in industries ranging
from food preparation to pharmaceuticals to coal processing. However, theoretical understanding of granular ows has lagged signi cantly behind that of liquid and gas
ows. No basic theory of granular ows comparable to the Navier–Stokes equations
for uids has attained widespread acceptance [1], and it has been argued that such
a theory is not possible [2]. This lack of understanding leads to signi cant waste in
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Fig. 1. Comparison of standing wave patterns obtained in experiment and an event-driven molecular dynamics
simulation: (a) squares, (b) stripes, (c) and (d) alternating phases of hexagons [4]. All patterns oscillate at
f=2. The layer depth is 5.42 times the particle diameter . The experiments use lead spheres sieved between
0:5 and 0:6 mm in a container which is 100 on each side.

solids processing [3]. An increased understanding of granular ows could improve this
situation.
Recent experiments [5 –7] show that the patterns formed in vertically oscillated granular layers are strikingly similar to patterns seen in uid systems (see Fig. 1).This
similarity suggests that in this and other rapidly owing granular systems, equations of
motion similar to Navier–Stokes may apply. Such equations have been derived from
kinetic theory for granular media ows under the assumption of binary hard sphere
interactions in the limit of small energy loss in collisions [8–14]. In particular, for
granular ows Jenkins and Richman [8,9] derived mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations:
@n
+ ∇ · (nv) = 0 ;
@t

(1)

n

@v
+ nv · ∇v = −∇ · P ;
@t

(2)

n

@T
+ nv · ∇T = −∇ · q − P : E − ;
@t

(3)

where n is the number density, v is the vector velocity with components vi ; T the
granular temperature (which is not the thermodynamic temperature but by analogy to
molecular gases is the variance of the velocity distribution), and Eij = 12 (@i vj + @j vi ) are
the elements of the symmetrized velocity gradient tensor E. The constitutive relation
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for the pressure tensor P is Newton’s stress law,
P = (P − 2TrE)I − 2(E − (TrE)I) ;

(4)

where Tr denotes trace and I is the unit tensor. For the heat ux q, the constitutive
relation is Fourier’s heat law,
q = −∇T :

(5)

For a two-dimensional system the equations close [9] with the equation of state, which
is the ideal gas equation of state with a term that includes dense gas and inelastic
e ects,
P = (4=2 )T [1 + (1 + e)G()] ;

(6)

and the predicted values for the transport coecients. These are the temperature loss
rate per unit volume , the bulk viscosity , the shear viscosity , and the thermal
conductivity ,
 3=2
16G()
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where the subscript 0 denotes predicted values,  is the hard disk diameter and
 = n2 =4 is the area fraction. G() is a correction for positional correlations, which
are important as the density increases. G() is determined from g(r; ), the radial distribution function, which is the probability of having a pair of particles whose relative
distance is in the interval r; r + dr at a density , normalized by the same probability
for an ideal gas at the same density and evaluated at r =  : G() ≡ g(; ): g(r; )
gives the increased probability of collisions due to excluded volume in dense gases.
For elastic hard disks, G() is often described by a formula derived by Carnahan and
Starling [15],
GCS () =

(16 − 7)
:
16(1 − )2

(11)

Eq. (11) works well for elastic particles if the solid fraction is below 0.675, where a
phase transition occurs [16], and is often used in modeling granular media [9]. G() ≡
g(; ) de nes G in terms of the radial distribution function g(r; ), evaluated at r = ,
while (11) is a particular model for G, denoted by the subscript CS.
The equations of motion (1) – (3) di er slightly from the dense gas Navier–Stokes
equations by the addition of a temperature loss rate term (7) in the energy equation (3)
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and in the equation of state for the pressure (6), which depends on the ratio of the
normal relative velocity vn of a colliding pair after a collision to vn before a collision
(i.e., the coecient of restitution e). Eq. (7) was derived for a coecient of restitution
which is independent of vn , but in real materials e is a function of vn [17]. In our
simulation, we allow e to vary as [4]
(
1 − Bvn ; vn ¡ va ;
(12)
e(vn ) =
;
vn ¿ va ;
where vn is the component of relative velocity along the line joining particle centers
(normal to the contact surface), B = (1 − )(va )− ; = 34 ;  is a constant, chosen to be
0.7, and va is e ectively set to unity as it is the velocity scale used to nondimensionalize
all quantities to follow. By use of (12) a new volumetric loss rate e is determined
[18].
√

4G T 
(13)
(1 − e02 )(va2 + 4T ) exp(−va2 =4T ) + 4I ;
e =
3
3=2
 
where
I = 21+ AT 1+

=2

( (2 +

1
2

) − (2 +

1
2

; va2 =4T ))

−A2 22 T 1+ ( (2 + ) − (2 + ; va2 =4T )) ;

(14)

(a) is the gamma function, and (a; b) is the incomplete gamma function. In the
limit that va → 0; e → 0 .
A further assumption used in deriving (7) for is molecular chaos (i.e., no velocity–
velocity correlations). Molecular chaos assumes that the velocity–velocity distribution
function 2 (v1 ; v2 ) equals the product of the single-particle velocity distribution of
particle 1, (v1 ), and the single-particle velocity distribution of particle 2, (v2 ).
However, can be determined without regard to the form of 2 (v1 ; v2 ) as
=

(1 − e2 )G hvn2 ic
nT ;

hvn ic

where e is the constant coecient of restitution, and
Z
h(v1 ; v2 )2 (v1 ; v2 ) dv1 dv2 :
hh(v1 ; v2 )ic =
all collisions

(15)

(16)

h(v1 ; v2 ) is any function of the collision velocities. If the distribution of relative normal
velocity at collision is equal to that predicted
√ by molecular chaos, P(vn ) = (1=2T )vn
exp(−vn2 =4T ), then hvn2 ic = 4T and hvn ic = T , so that = 0 is recovered.
While (1) – (10) have been available for 15 years, there have been few experimental
[19 –21] or numerical [18,22–24] tests. In this paper we will directly test the validity of
these equations, using event-driven molecular dynamics simulations. Experiments such
as those in vibrated layers of granular materials provide an unprecedented opportunity to study granular uid-like behavior. However, experiments alone do not provide
information on the microscopic underpinnings of the kinetic theory description, due to
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the diculty of internal measurements in three-dimensional systems. To overcome this
diculty we have developed an event-driven molecular dynamics simulation capable
of quantitatively reproducing laboratory experiments [4] in vertically oscillated granular media, including wavelength-changing secondary instabilities [25]. The simulation is
based on assumptions similar to those for granular kinetic theory. In particular, particles
obey Newton’s laws between binary instantaneous collisions (hard sphere model) that
conserve momentum but dissipate energy. However, unlike the kinetic theory models, the energy dissipation can be large, and there is no restriction on the velocity
distribution.
In Section 2 we describe the simulation technique and discuss its quantitative verication with experiments in vertically oscillated shallow granular media. In Section 3
we describe tests of the assumptions and results of kinetic theory.

2. Numerical model
The purpose of simulations of our model is to test granular kinetic theory assumptions
and predictions. However, to determine if granular kinetic theory applies to real granular
materials we must rst validate our simulation by comparison with experiments. For
this purpose we have chosen a vertically oscillated thin granular layer that shows the
kind of uid-like behavior to which kinetic theory is likely to apply. In this system
a thin layer of granules is vertically oscillated by an electromagnetic shaker. Di erent
patterns emerge for various shaking amplitudes and frequencies [5 –7] (see Fig. 1).
2.1. Vertically oscillated granular layer
We have developed an event-driven numerical simulation of hard spheres interacting
through momentum conserving, energy dissipating collisions [4]. In this type of simulation [26,27] time advances from collision to collision with ballistic motion between
collisions. A sorted list of the time-to-next-collision for each particle is used to determine when the next collision will occur. The simulation performs the collision using
an operator which maps the velocities of each particle before the collision to their
values after the collision. Collisions conserve momentum but not energy. The collision
duration is assumed zero, therefore limiting the particle interactions to binary collisions.
Energy is lost in collisions through a normal coecient of restitution e de ned by the
ratio of the outgoing normal relative velocity vn to the incoming vn . Therefore, energy
is lost at a rate of 1 − e2 per collision. e is a function of vn given by (12), which is
consistent with real materials [28] and prevents the numerical instability of inelastic
collapse [17].
To validate the simulation, we conducted experiments in a vertically oscillated cell
100 × 100 with 60 000 ± 8 lead spheres ( = 0:55 mm) [4]. Experiments and simulations under thepsame conditions are compared in Fig. 1 using the nondimensional
frequency f∗ = f H=g, where f is the frequency of oscillation, H is the height of the
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layer, and g is the acceleration of gravity and the nondimensional maximum oscillation
acceleration amplitude is = A(2f)2 =g, where A is the maximum stroke amplitude.
Three collisional particle properties — the coecient of friction , the value of the
constant portion of normal coecient of restitution  (see (12)), and the cuto for
the rotation coecient of restitution 0 — must be determined for the simulation. For
the comparison to experiments, 0 is taken from the literature [29], and  and  are
determined by adjusting their values until the pattern wavelength in the simulation and
experiment matched in two speci c runs. For the comparisons to the kinetic theory,
rotation is ignored and therefore 0 and  are not needed. This is consistent with the
kinetic theory, which also ignores rotation.
The results of the simulation for various control parameters are shown in Fig. 1.
Patterns obtained in the simulation and experiment at the same values of the control
parameters show a striking correspondence. Further, the pattern wavelengths for various
f∗ in experiment and simulation agree well, even when comparing the simulation in
a cell 100 wide with experiments in a large container with a diameter of 982.
2.2. Randomly accelerated forcing of particles in a box with no gravity
For comparison to kinetic theory we restrict our full three-dimensional simulation
(which includes particle rotations) to two dimensions and to particles that do not rotate.
We use a periodic cell which is 52:6 on each side; the number of particles determines
the density of the granular gas. The particles interact through the velocity-dependent
coecient of restitution described by (12). In elastic hard sphere models, transport
properties, velocity distributions, velocity correlations, and G() can all be determined
from simulations at thermal equilibrium. For inelastic hard sphere models, because of
the energy loss, the equilibrium state is for all particles to be at rest. Therefore, we
constantly add energy in a stochastic manner (random accelerated forcing) to achieve
a steady state at nite temperature. The situation is opposite that in simulations on
non-equilibrium systems of elastic particles, where the constant energy input from the
driving must be removed through an arti cial means [30].
In our model each particle moves under a uniform acceleration:
ai = a0 r̂i :

(17)

The magnitudes of all particle accelerations, a0 , are the same, but the directions, r̂i ,
are randomly and uniformly chosen. When a collision occurs, two particles are given
new r̂i . In order to conserve total momentum, we hold the total acceleration of the
particles at zero by giving exactly opposite accelerations to pairs of particles. Initially,
each particle is paired with another, and these are given opposite accelerations. Later,
when one particle is chosen and its acceleration randomized, its partner particle is
also given a new acceleration, opposite to the rst particle’s. The random acceleration
model is chosen because it closely models thin at disks on an air table [18,31]. This
correspondence with an experimentally realizable system can be exploited in the future
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to directly test kinetic theory against a physical system. This type of forcing has several
technical implications for the simulation which are described in Ref. [18].
Spatially uniform application of the accelerated forcing model to an inelastic gas of
hard disks produces a homogeneous steady state. From this state we extract the velocity
distribution function, velocity–velocity correlations, G(), and the temperature loss rate
for various constant densities and temperatures. To extract the shear viscosity and
the thermal conductivity we introduce a spatially dependent heating to produce either
a velocity gradient to measure viscosity or a temperature gradient to measure thermal
conductivity.
3. Tests of granular kinetic theory
In this section we test granular kinetic theory against our validated event-driven
molecular dynamics simulation of a two-dimensional granular gas heated by random
acceleration. Comparison of other types of heating as well as more detailed analysis
of our results can be found in Ref. [18].
3.1. Test of assumptions
3.1.1. Velocity distribution functions
To obtain (1) – (10) it is assumed that the deviations of the velocity distribution
(v) of an inelastic hard sphere gas from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution can be
expanded in a polynomial in the velocity. The lowest-order term of the expansion is
unity, corresponding to a (v) equal to the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, which is
the distribution for an unheated elastic gas. To test this assumption for the steady-state
that is produced by accelerated forcing, we determine the velocity distribution for various temperatures and densities and nd that (v) is close to the Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution, as seen in Fig. 2. The deviations which do exist become stronger as
the density and temperature increase. Because of the velocity-dependent coecient of
restitution (12), increasing temperature has the same e ect as decreasing the average
coecient of restitution due to lower average collision velocities. These deviations tend
to atten the distribution, increasing the probability in the tails and slightly in the peak,
and decreasing the probability in between [18]. Similar types of deviations, but much
stronger, have been observed in experiments on a dilute, vertically oscillated granular
layer [21].
3.1.2. Velocity–velocity correlations
A further assumption of kinetic theory is that of molecular chaos — that the particle
velocities involved in a collision are uncorrelated. Strong velocity correlations have
been reported in driven granular media [32–34], and so we measure velocity–velocity
correlation functions to test the kinetic theory assumption. Given two particles, labeled
1 and 2, k̂ is a unit vector pointing from the center of 1 to the center of 2. Particle 1’s
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Fig. 2. Velocity distribution function (v0 ) for accelerated forcing, compared to Maxwell–Boltzman distri√
butions (solid curves).
The velocities are scaled with the square root of the temperature T , so that v0 = v= T
√
and (v0 ) = P(v0 ) T , where P(v0 ) is the probability distribution of v0 . In (a) the average temperature is
approximately 1.05, and the solid fraction is varied (+:  = 0:1; ∗:  = 0:4; ♦:  = 0:6; 4:  = 0:8). In (b)  is
xed at 0:5 and the temperature is varied (+: T = 3:0 × 10−5 ; ∗: T = 1:1 × 10−2 ; ♦: T = 1:05; 4: T = 256).
k

velocity then has a component v1 parallel to and v1⊥ perpendicular to k̂; likewise for
particle 2. We de ne two correlation functions
X k k
k k
hv1 v2 i =
v1 v2 =Nr ;
(18)
hv1⊥ v2⊥ i =

X

v1⊥ v2⊥ =Nr ;

(19)

where the sums are over Nr particles such that the distance between the two particles
k k
is within r of r. If particle velocities are uncorrelated, hv1 v2 i and hv1⊥ v1⊥ i will both
give zero.
The parallel and perpendicular velocity correlations are plotted in Fig. 3 for particles
driven with randomly accelerated forcing. Strong long-range velocity correlations are
apparent. These correlations are not small, reaching as much as 40% of the temperature;
typically, the perpendicular correlations are about one-half of the parallel correlations.
Further, these correlations are long range — they extend the full length of the system. The parallel correlations drop to zero at L=2, while the perpendicular correlations
reach zero around r = 10, and have a negative value but zero derivative at L=2. The
long-range nature of the correlation is not due to the size of the computational cell.
Similar cell- lling correlations were observed in cells 4, 16, and 64 times larger in
area [24].
3.1.3. Equation of state
The virial theorem of mechanics as applied to hard spheres can be used to calculate
the equation of state [35,36],
 X
(20)
k̂ · vi ;
PV = NT +
2tm c
where N is the total number of particles, V is the total volume, and the sum is over
all collisions that occur during the measurement time tm ; vi is the change in the
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Fig. 3. Velocity correlations as a function of particle separation at  = 0:5; T = 1:05 for accelerated forcing
in a box of length 52:6. The curve is constructed from 100 frames separated in time by 100 collisions per
particle, and r = =10.

velocity of the ith particle due to the collision, and k̂ is the unit vector pointing from
particle center to particle center. In this form, measurement of pressure reduces to
measurement of the average particle energy and the average change in the normal
velocity at collision.
Using (20) to measure pressure, and assuming the equation of state (6), we produce a
measurement of G(), denoted Gs (), where the subscript s stands for simulation. This
measured value of G is compared to the Carnahan and Starling value GCS () from (11)
and is shown in Fig. 4. Accurate characterization of G() is important, because it occurs
in the expressions for transport coecients. GCS () consistently overestimates Gs ()
above  = 0:25 with increasing error until  ¿ 0:675, where elastic particles undergo
a phase transition to an ordered state [16], and the two curves begin to converge and
nally cross at  = 0:8.
3.2. Test of transport coecient predictions
3.2.1. Volumetric temperature loss rate
We calculate the volumetric temperature loss rate for the simulation and compare to
the kinetic theory value including the correction for the velocity-dependent coecient
of restitution e (13), as shown in Fig. 5. The agreement is quite good but there is
a systematic overestimate as T or  is increased. This deviation can be explained by
velocity correlations discussed above. Velocity correlations change the values of hvn2 ic
and hvn ic , which determine through (15). The ratio hvn2 ic to hvn ic , normalized by
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Fig. 4. (a) Gs () for inelastic hard discs driven by accelerated forcing for T = 1:05 (open symbols). The
solid curve is the Carnahan and Starling relation GCS (), given by (11).

Fig. 5. Ratio of the temperature loss rate from molecular dynamic simulations to the prediction of kinetic
theory (13) √
e as a function of (a) temperature with  = 0:5 and (b) density with T = 1:05. The dotted lines
√
show ( =4 T )hvn2 ic =hvn ic (see (15)).

p
the molecular chaos value 4 T= tracks the values obtained in the simulation closely;
see Fig. 5.
3.2.2. Thermal conductivity and shear viscosity
In order to measure the thermal conductivity and shear viscosity of the heated inelastic gas we introduce spatially dependent heating. Spatial inhomogeneity in the magnitude of the forcing leads to a stationary inhomogeneous temperature eld, allowing
measurement of heat ux and thermal conductivity ; spatial inhomogeneity in the
mean of one forcing component leads to a stationary inhomogeneous velocity eld,
allowing measurement of the momentum ux and the shear viscosity . The results
of these calculations are shown in Fig. 6. While  agrees well at low temperatures,
there is a sizable error of 50% compared to the value predicted by the kinetic theory
proposed by Jenkins and Richman [9]. One problem with this result is that in order to
extract , Fourier’s Law (5) must be assumed, providing no independent test of this
relation. Analysis based on other closures of the Boltzmann equation predict a term in
the heat ux proportional to the density gradient [37]. If such a term had a sizeable
magnitude and were ignored, it would cause a reduction in the observed .
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Fig. 6. (a) Ratio of the thermal conductivity  measured from simulations to 0 from kinetic theory (10).
Each symbol denotes a di erent run; for each run, the average solid fraction is 0.75. (b) Viscosity, normalized
by the kinetic theory value 0 , as a function of T , for  = 0:6.

The determination of , however, allows us, for each run at xed T , to test Newton’s
viscosity law (4),
@vy
;
(21)
@z
where the viscosity  is a constant of proportionality. We nd that the linear relation
of (21) holds and the slope of these curves then provide values for  which are
compared to the kinetic theory result from (9) and shown in Fig. 6(b). The maximum
deviation is less than 15%. Unlike the loss rate and thermal conductivity, the shear
viscosity is underestimated by kinetic theory at lower temperatures. However, the trend
of decreasing transport with increasing T is the same.
Pyz = −

4. Conclusions
We nd that granular kinetic theory assumptions and predictions agree well with
event-driven molecular dynamics simulations of a two-dimensional inelastic granular gas. Our simulation has been validated quantitatively with laboratory experiments
of vertically oscillated thin granular layers. Further, the simulation has shown that
the local velocity distribution in a vibrated layer is close to a Maxwell–Boltzmann
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distribution [38]. This suggests that the kinetic theory should apply to that system as
well. In particular, kinetic theory assumes that velocities are distributed according to a
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution, and that at collisions there is no velocity correlation.
Both of these are determined directly in our simulations. We nd a Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution over 3 orders of magnitude in velocity (Fig. 2), but we nd that velocity
correlations of up to 40% exist between the velocity components parallel to the relative collision velocity (Fig. 3). Kinetic theory also predicts the form of the closure
relations and the values of the transport coecients in those relations. We determined
the volumetric loss rate coecient, which agrees with theory within 20% (Fig. 5);
the origin of this di erence is the substantial velocity correlation mentioned above.
We nd that the shear stress depends linearly on the shear velocity gradients, yielding
the predicted Newtonian stress law with a shear viscosity that deviates less than 15%
in the worst case from the value determined by kinetic theory (Fig. 6(b)). Using our
current technique we cannot determine if Fourier’s cooling law is obeyed, but under
the assumption that it is, a thermal conductivity can be calculated; it has a maximum
deviation from theory of 50% (Fig. 6(a)). We have also found that the value of the
radial distribution function evaluated at the particle diameter, which is used to correct
for spatial correlations that develop as the density is increased, is systematically overestimated by the value predicted by Carnahan and Starling above a volume fraction
 of about 0.25 (Fig. 4). Even for elastic particles, kinetic theory is not expected to
work to arbitrarily high solid fractions; as density increases, deviations from kinetic
theory are expected. Further as the inelasticity of particles increases, velocity correlations increase, reducing collisional transport. However, despite these diculties the
theory agrees remarkably well with the results of simulations.
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